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This unique work is an article-by-article drafting history of the ICC Statute containing all versions of each article in the Statute as it evolved from 1994 to 1998. It also integrates in the Statute’s provisions the “Elements of the Crimes” and the “Rules of Procedure and Evidence” adopted by the Preparatory Commission (1998-2000). Other relevant documents are also included, such as those concerning the privileges and immunities and financial regulations of the Court, as well as its relationship with the United Nations.

This documentation constitutes the most comprehensive treatment available of the ICC’s applicable law. It also offers an insightful first-hand account of the drafting process both prior to and during the Rome Diplomatic Conference, along with a detailed historical survey of the efforts to establish the ICC.

Each article of the Rome Statute is presented chronologically, along with all its prior versions, permitting the reader to see the complete textual evolution of each article. A description of the ICC mechanisms and institutions precedes this article-by-article legislative history.

Professor Bassiouni was a driving force behind the establishment of the ICC, having advocated it worldwide for the last 30 years. In 1998, he served as Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the United Nations Diplomatic Conference on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court.
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